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Abstract
Transcatheter aortic valve (TAV) implantation has become an established alternative to open-hearth surgical valve replacement.
Current research aims to improve the treatment safety and extend the range of eligible patients. In this regard, computational
modeling is a valuable tool to address these challenges, supporting the design phase by evaluating and optimizing the mechanical
performance of the implanted device. In this study, a computational framework is presented for the shape and cross-sectional size
optimization of TAV frames. Finite element analyses of TAV implantation were performed in idealized aortic root models with
and without calcifications, implementing a mesh-morphing procedure to parametrize the TAV frame. The pullout force magnitude, peak maximum principal stress within the aortic wall, and contact pressure in the left ventricular outflow tract were defined
as objectives of the optimization problem to evaluate the device mechanical performance. Design of experiment coupled with
surrogate modeling was used to define an approximate relationship between the objectives and the TAV frame parameters.
Surrogate models were interrogated within a fixed design space and multi-objective design optimization was conducted. The
investigation of the parameter combinations within the design space allowed the successful identification of optimized TAV
frame geometries, suited to either a single or groups of aortic root anatomies. The optimization framework was efficient, resulting
in TAV frame designs with improved mechanical performance, ultimately leading to enhanced procedural outcomes and reduced
costs associated with the device iterative development cycle.
Keywords Transcatheter aortic valve implantation . Self-expandable devices . Finite element analysis . Cardiovascular device
design . Shape and size optimization . Computational structural mechanics

1 Introduction
Transcatheter aortic valve (TAV) implantation has become an
established clinical procedure that provides a minimally invasive alternative to open heart surgical valve replacement in
medium- to high-risk elderly patients with calcific aortic valve
disease and severe aortic stenosis (Tabata et al. 2019).
Currently, there are approximately 180,000 potential candidates for TAV replacement in the European Union and in
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Northern America annually, expecting an increase in number
in the next years (Durko et al. 2018). Due to its minimally
invasive approach and ongoing success, TAV replacement
could become the standard treatment also for low-risk patients
(Howard et al. 2019), leading to a fast expansion of new TAV
designs (Fanning et al. 2013).
TAVs are generally composed by a bioprosthetic valve
sutured on a metal frame (or stent) and can be grouped into
balloon-expandable and self-expandable valves, featured by a
stainless-steel and Nitinol frame, respectively (Dasi et al.
2017). TAVs are designed to be crimped into a catheter, delivered during the implantation procedure through the aorta
and placed on the patient’s diseased aortic valve to restore
its native functionality (Jones et al. 2017). Considerable technological advances were conducted to improve the performance and safety of TAVs, although several complications
still affect the potential of the treatment and are becoming of
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more concern with the expansion to younger and lower-risk
patients (De Biase et al. 2018). The most common complications affecting the current generation of TAV devices include
postoperative paravalvular leak (PVL), conduction abnormalities, and valve thrombosis (Rotman et al. 2018). Additionally,
aortic root damage and prosthesis migration, which are typically associated with the mutual interaction between the TAV
and the aortic root, may occur (Neragi-Miandoab and Michler
2013).
The design of a TAV frame is a challenging task as it
involves the fulfillment of multiple requirements. From a biomechanical viewpoint, TAVs should: (1) assure proper apposition to avoid PVL (Wang et al. 2012; Morganti et al. 2014;
Tanaka et al. 2018), (2) generate low contact pressures to
exclude conduction abnormalities (Rocatello et al. 2019), (3)
produce low stress within the aortic root to limit the tissue
damage (Auricchio et al. 2014; Morganti et al. 2014; Wang
et al. 2015; Finotello et al. 2017; McGee et al. 2019a), and (4)
exert an adequate pullout force to prevent valve migration
(Mummert et al. 2013; Tzamtzis et al. 2013; McGee et al.
2019b). Among the arsenal of available tools supporting not
only the design phase of TAVs, with the evaluation and optimization of their mechanical performance (Dasi et al. 2017),
but also the definition of the optimal TAV implantation procedure (Schultz et al. 2016), in silico modeling (Luraghi et al.
2021), mainly based on the finite element (FE) method, assures the achievement of effective results with reduced time
and costs as compared to a pure experimental approach. In
particular, FE modeling represents the elective tool for achieving the optimization of the TAV frame geometry. Recently, a
computational framework based on patient-specific aortic root
models was proposed to successfully optimize the geometry
of a commercial self-expandable TAV frame (Rocatello et al.
2019). However, the study was limited to the optimization of
the TAV inflow portion. In order to improve the effectiveness
of the optimization procedure, all the parameters associated
with the overall TAV frame geometry should be considered,
aiming to provide a comprehensive understanding of the relation between the TAV design and the post-procedural
outcomes.
In the present study, a multi-objective shape optimization
framework is presented, based on FE modeling of TAV frame
implantation in an idealized aortic root anatomical model. The
final goal is to contribute to improve the mechanical behavior
of a TAV frame by using an approach that concurrently assures (1) reduced costs associated with the device iterative
development cycle and (2) improved post-procedural outcomes. Technically, the design of the experiment method
coupled with surrogate modeling was adopted here to explore
the biomechanical interactions between different TAV designs and the aortic root. This allowed to define approximate
relationships between optimization objectives, associated to
postoperative complications, and design parameters of the

entire TAV frame geometry, ultimately leading to the identification of optimal TAV frame designs from the biomechanical viewpoint.

2 Methods
The procedure applied for shape and cross-sectional size optimization of a TAV frame consisted of the following main
steps (Fig. 1): (1) FE modeling of TAV implantation procedure including an idealized aortic root model and a conventional Nitinol TAV frame model parametrized through a
mesh-morphing procedure, (2) formulation of the optimization problem through the definition of the optimization objectives and feasible solution space, (3) coupling the design of the
experiment method with the surrogate modeling approach to
define an approximate relationship between optimization objectives and design parameters, and (4) identification of the
optimal geometric attributes of the TAV frame. Each step of
the present workflow is detailed in the following subsections.

2.1 Aortic root model
An idealized FE model of the human aortic root including a
portion of the ascending aorta, the left ventricular outflow tract
(LVOT), and the native aortic valve leaflets was created using
Hypermesh (Altair Engineering, Troy, MI, USA) in conjunction with Abaqus/Standard (Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp.,
Johnston, RI, USA) (Fig. 2a). The anatomical features of the
model were based on previous studies (Labrosse et al. 2006;
Auricchio et al. 2011; Formato et al. 2018). Specifically, the
aortic anulus and LVOT diameters were set to 25 mm and the
ascending aorta diameter to 30 mm. Additional dimensions
are reported in Fig. 1-Suppl. A homogeneous thickness of
1.5 and 0.5 mm was assigned to the aortic root and the leaflets,
respectively. Calcific and non-calcific aortic root models were
generated. Calcifications were modeled as idealized structures. Based on previous experimental findings (Thubrikar
et al. 1986), the geometrical pattern of human calcific deposits
was classified into two main categories here referred as pattern
I, characterized by an arc shape located along the leaflet coaptation line (Fig. 2b), and pattern II, arc shaped and located
along the leaflet attachment line (Fig. 2c) (Thubrikar et al.
1986; Luraghi et al. 2020). Maximum thickness value
(5 mm) and volume (1100 mm3) of the idealized calcifications
were set based on data from patients suffering from aortic
stenosis (Sturla et al. 2016; Pawade et al. 2018). An isotropic,
incompressible hyperelastic Mooney-Rivlin material model
(Table 1) was adopted to describe the mechanical behavior
of the aortic root (Auricchio et al. 2011; Gunning et al.
2014). An elasto-plastic material model with perfect plasticity
(Table 1) was employed to model the mechanical behavior of
the calcific deposits (Bosi et al. 2018). The aortic root and the
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Fig. 1 Main steps of the optimization framework: (1) FE modeling of
TAV implantation procedure; (2) formulation of the optimization
problem, defining optimization objectives, and feasible solutions; (3)

design parameters sampling and implementation of surrogate models of
the optimization objective; and (4) identification of optimal TAV frame
candidates

leaflets were discretized using four-node shell elements with
reduced integration S4R, as justified by their thin geometry
with constant thickness (Bosi et al. 2018) and calcifications
were meshed using four-node tetrahedral elements C3D4
(Morganti et al. 2016; Bosi et al. 2018; McGee et al. 2019a).
Tied contact was modeled between leaflets and the aortic root,
as well as between leaflets and calcium deposits (Ovcharenko
et al. 2016; Bosi et al. 2018).
The following three different scenarios were investigated:
(1) aortic root without calcifications (in the following referred
to as healthy configuration) (Fig. 2a), (2) diseased aortic root
presenting pattern I calcifications (in the following referred to
as diseased I configuration) (Fig. 2b), and (3) diseased aortic
root presenting pattern II calcifications (in the following referred to as diseased II configuration) (Fig. 2c).

manufacturer data-sheet and from literature (Rocatello et al.
2019). The mechanical behavior of the Nitinol alloy was described implementing in Abaqus a super-elastic constitutive
model (Auricchio and Taylor 1997) through a user-defined
subroutine. The material parameters, retrieved from a previous
study (Morganti et al. 2016), are summarized in Table 2. In
accordance with previous computational studies (Gessat et al.
2014; Hopf et al. 2017; Rocatello et al. 2018, 2019), the TAV
frame geometry was meshed using B31 Timoshenko beam
elements, defining a local coordinate system for each element
to properly orient the beam cross-section. This modeling
choice was motivated not only by the device geometry, composed of slender strings, but also by the necessary compromise between computational efficiency and adequate accuracy
of the results, as well as by the suitability of these elements to
parametrized stent models generation (Hall and Kasper 2006).

2.2 TAV frame model

2.3 Parametrization of the TAV frame model

A FE element model resembling the 29-mm CoreValve TAV
(Medtronic, Dublin, Ireland) was created (Fig. 2d) using
Hypermesh and Abaqus/Standard. The model was simplified
by considering only a Nitinol frame composed by 30 strings
and neglecting the porcine pericardial tissue valve, which has
a marginal structural role (Bailey et al. 2016). Shape and dimensions of the TAV frame were retrieved from the
Table 1 Aortic root and calcium deposits material parameters
(Auricchio et al. 2011; Gunning et al. 2014; Bosi et al. 2018)
Aortic root material parameter
Mooney-Rivlin constant C10
Mooney-Rivlin constant C01
Incompressibility parameter

Value
0.55 MPa
0.14 MPa
10−6

Calcium deposits material parameter
Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Yielding stress

Value
400 MPa
0.3
0.4 MPa

The nominal geometry of the TAV frame was parametrized as
a combination of four different morphing shapes (i.e., shapes
1–4, Fig. 3) by using a mesh-morphing approach in
Hypermesh. Moreover, thickness and width of the beam
cross-section were accounted as two additional size parameters. The design space of the six parameters was defined by
properly setting a search space for each morphing shape (according to a normalized shape factor sf) and size parameter.
To do that, preliminary studies were conducted to identify
degenerate geometries and convergence issues in the FE analyses of TAV deployment for the implemented shape combinations (Li et al. 2009; Wu et al. 2010).
The four mesh-morphing shapes were introduced to parametrize the whole TAV frame geometry in terms of radial and
axial dimensions and, at the same time, to consider separately
the morphing of the upper and lower parts of the TAV frame
with two independent parameters. More in detail, shapes 1
and 3 varied the total height of the frame and the radial position of all the nodes, according to a shape factor sf1 and sf3
within the ranges [0, 1] and [−1, 1], respectively (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2 Idealized FE models of the human aortic root and of the TAV frame. a “Healthy” aortic root model without calcific deposits, b and c “Diseased I”
and “diseased II” aortic root models, respectively, according to the idealized calcium patterns I and II (Thubrikar et al. 1986). d TAV frame

Shapes 2 e 4 were defined by folding the TAV frame geometry to a cylinder with a diameter equal to the minimum TAV
frame diameter, varying the top and bottom of the TAV frame
diameter, respectively, according to a shape factor sf2 and sf4
with range [−1, 1] (Fig. 3).
In addition to the four shapes, the thickness and width of
the TAV frame string cross-section (nominal values of 0.25
and 0.45 mm) were varied within ranges [0.15 mm, 0.35 mm]
and [0.35 mm, 0.55 mm], respectively. The links between the
strings were assumed to have the same string thickness and a
width equal to 1.5-fold the string width.

2.4 Finite element analyses of TAV implantation
FE analyses of the TAV implantation procedure were performed using the implicit code Abaqus/Standard to solve the
non-linear equations of static equilibrium on 6 computing
cores of a workstation equipped with Intel® Core™ i7-8700
Table 2

TAV frame Nitinol material parameters (Morganti et al. 2016)

Material parameter

Value

Austenite elastic modulus
Martensite elastic modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Start of transformation loading
End of transformation loading
Start of transformation unloading
End of transformation unloading
Maximum transformation strain
Maximum volumetric transformation strain
Reference temperature

51,700 MPa
47,800 MPa
0.3
600 MPa
670 MPa
288 MPa
254 MPa
6.3%
6.3%
37°

and 32 GB RAM. Two procedural steps were simulated
(Table 3). In the first step, the TAV frame insertion into the
catheter capsule, modeled as two concentric rigid cylindrical
surfaces (Cabrera et al. 2017), was carried out (Fig. 4a, b,
Video 1-Suppl). In the second step, the device was released
and placed in contact with the aortic root (Fig. 4c, d, Video 1Suppl). Due to the angular symmetry of the model (see Fig. 2),
only one third of the aortic root, frame, and catheter were
modeled and symmetry boundary condition were applied accordingly. Interactions between the parts were implemented
with the contact-pair algorithm, based on a master-slave approach, considering the default “hard” normal contact behavior with a friction coefficient of 0.09 for the TAV frame/aortic
root and TAV frame/catheter capsule interaction, and a friction coefficient of 0.36 for the frame/calcium and aortic
root/calcium (McGee et al. 2019b). Artificial damping was
added to stabilize the non-linear simulations, controlling that
the ratio between the related dissipation energy and total internal energy was less than 5% (Abaqus 2016). Nodes at the
lower extremity of the TAV frame were positioned 4 mm
under the aortic anulus plane (Fig. 4c), in accordance with
the procedural guidelines defined by the device manufacturer
(Medtronic 2014) and were constrained in the vessel axis direction, as well as nodes on the upper and lower edges of the
aortic root (Fig. 4c). In the crimping simulation step, the external rigid cylinder was radially crimped from a diameter of
100 to 6 mm, while the internal cylinder remained fixed to a
diameter of 5 mm, in accordance with the catheter capsule
dimensions provided by the device manufacturer (Medtronic
2014). In the release simulation step, the external cylinder was
released to its initial diameter (i.e., 100 mm) to allow for the
contact between the TAV frame and the aortic root model.
A mesh independence analysis was carried out before the
execution of the optimization study by progressively doubling
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Fig. 3 Parametrization of the nominal geometry of the TAV frame (in
orange) as a combination of four mesh-morphing shapes (i.e., shapes 1–
4). For each morphing shape, both normalized shape factors (sfi with i = 1,

2, 3, 4) and the corresponding dimensions, identifying the range of each
design parameter, are reported. Dimensions are indicated in millimeters

the mesh element size. The results were assumed mesh independent when the difference between the solution of two consecutive mesh refinements was less than 3% in terms of pullout force magnitude exerted by the device and peak maximum
principal stress within the aortic wall, and less than 10% in
terms of peak contact pressure. As a result, a mesh cardinality
of 23,408 S4R shell elements for the aortic root, 2110 B31
beam elements for the TAV frame, 20,764 SFM3D4R surface
elements for the catheter, 23,266 and 35,967 C3D4 tetrahedral
elements for the calcification patterns I and II, respectively,
were adopted.

2.5 Optimization procedure
2.5.1 Optimization objectives and constraints
The optimization of the biomechanical performance of the
device and the related effectiveness of the TAV implantation
procedure consisted in minimizing the risk of migration, tissue
damage, and conduction abnormalities associated with TAV
replacement and, hence, involved the maximization of the
pullout force magnitude (defined as the resultant of the normal
contact forces acting on all nodes of the TAV frame multiplied
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Table 3

Summary and description of the steps of FE analysis of the TAV implantation

Step

Description

Contacts

Boundary conditions

1

TAV frame crimping into the catheter

TAV frame/catheter
Aortic root/calcium deposits

External rigid cylinder diameter: from 100 to 6 mm
Internal rigid cylinder fixed in all directions
Lower extremity of the TAV, upper and lower edges of the
aortic root fixed in the vessel axis direction
Angular symmetry of the FE model

2

TAV frame release into the aortic root

TAV frame/catheter
TAV frame/aortic root
TAV frame/calcium deposits
Aortic root/calcium deposits

External rigid cylinder diameter: from 6 to 100 mm
Internal rigid cylinder fixed in all directions
Lower extremity of the TAV, upper and lower edges of the aortic
root fixed in the vessel axis direction
Angular symmetry of the FE model

by their corresponding friction coefficient), the minimization
of the peak maximum principal stress and peak contact pressure, respectively. In detail, the optimization problem was
performed according to the following constraints, which defined the feasible solution space:
(1) The pullout force magnitude exerted by the device
should be greater than 6.5 N, a value proposed as the
lower limit for avoiding the migration of the device
(Mummert et al. 2013; Tzamtzis et al. 2013; McGee
et al. 2019b).
(2) The peak value of the maximum principal stress within
the tissue, considered as a measure of the risk of damage
of the aortic root tissue (Auricchio et al. 2014; Morganti
et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015; Finotello et al. 2017;
McGee et al. 2019a), should be lower than 2.5 MPa,
which has been proposed as the material limit for the
occurrence of tissue tearing (Wang et al. 2015).
(3) The peak value of the contact pressure in the atrioventricular conduction system, considered as a measure of
the risk for rhythm disturbances (Rocatello et al. 2018),
should be lower than 0.43 MPa, which has been

proposed as the upper limit value for the occurrence of
conduction abnormalities (Rocatello et al. 2018). It must
be noted that, differently from previous studies
(Rocatello et al. 2018) where the atrioventricular conduction system was located in the LVOT of patient-specific
models using computed tomography data, in the present
study, the atrioventricular conduction system location
could not be precisely defined as an idealized aortic root
model was investigated. For this reason, the contact pressure was conservatively computed in the entire LVOT.
Additionally, the risk of PVL, which occurs when the
device is not completely in contact with the aortic root
at the level of the LVOT, was accounted for by applying
a further constraint to the peak contact pressure objective: peak contact pressure values under the anulus plane
should be greater than zero, to guarantee the contact between the TAV frame and the aortic root wall. Therefore,
solutions with non-null contact pressure in the LVOT are
desirable to avoid PVL.
Summarizing, the present optimization problem can be
mathematically formulated as:

Fig. 4 FE analysis of the TAV implantation procedure. a–b Insertion of the TAV into the catheter capsule. c–d TAV release into the aortic root
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ð1Þ

2.5.3 Multi-objective optimization

where pullout force fPF, peak maximum principal stress fMPS ,
and peak contact pressure fCP are the optimization objectives;
x is the vector of the design parameters; D is the design space;
sf1, sf2, sf3, sf4 are the shape factors associated to the meshmorphing shapes of the TAV frame model, and the thickness t
and width w are the cross-sectional size parameters.
2.5.2 Surrogate modeling
Separate surrogate models were constructed for each objective
within the multi-objective optimization framework. The central composite design (circumscribed) sampling strategy
(Draper and Lin 1996) was implemented in Hyperstudy
(Altair Engineering, Troy, MI, USA), running 77 sampling
FE simulations of TAV implantation for each aortic root configuration. The number of samples was defined by the following formula (Draper and Lin 1996):
2 þ 2k þ n0
k

terms of predicted coefficient of determination R2pred .
Furthermore, a consistency check was performed by verifying
that computed standardized cross validated residual (SCVR)
values lied within the [−3, 3] range (Jones et al. 1998; Pant
et al. 2012).

ð2Þ

where k is the number of design parameters (k = 6) and n0 is
the number of center points (n0 = 1).
On the conducted simulations, optimization objectives
were computed and the output data were exported in Matlab
(Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). Gauss process surrogate
models (Rasmussen and Williams 2018) were adopted in
Matlab to define an approximate relationship between the
six design parameters and the optimization objectives. This
combination of sampling strategy and surrogate model was
selected after a preliminary analysis that compared the central
composite design and Gauss process surrogate model against
other combinations involving the Latin hypercube sampling
strategy (McKay et al. 1979) and the polynomial surrogate
model (Draper and Lin 1996), which were previously used
for the design optimization of endovascular devices (Li and
Wang 2013; Clune et al. 2014; Bressloff et al. 2016; Alaimo
et al. 2017; Rocatello et al. 2019). Details about this preliminary study are reported in the Supplementary materials. The
validity of the models was assessed with the leave-one-out
principle, plotting each predicted value in function of the simulated value and evaluating the overall validation error in

The selection of the optimal TAV frame geometry, even after
obtaining the surrogate models and defining the feasible solution space, is not straightforward and several approaches can
be applied to finalize the optimization process (Pant et al.
2011). In this study, the multi-objective optimization problem
was initially considered as unconstrained. The constrains were
applied in a second stage to identify optimal candidate geometries within the feasible solution space. In detail, two alternative approaches were adopted.
First, a conservative-based approach was applied, in which
optimal candidates were considered to remain in the middle
region of the feasible solution space defined by the objective
constraints, thereby avoiding poor performance of the device
in any of the objectives. Specifically, the surrogate models
were used to predict the objectives for each possible combination of design parameters x within a discretized design
space (six parameters, eight samples within each parameter
range). Three margins of safety, each related to one objective
and based on its constraint values, were defined as:
f PF ðxÞ
−1
6:5 N
f
ð xÞ
MS MPS ðxÞ ¼ 1− MPS
2:5 MPa

f ð xÞ
MS CP ðxÞ ¼ min 1− CP
;
0:43 MPa

ð3Þ

MS PF ðxÞ ¼

ð4Þ
f CP ðxÞ
0:43 MPa


ð5Þ

where MSPF(x), MSMPS(x), and MSCP(x) are the margins of
safety related to pullout force, peak maximum principal stress,
and peak contact pressure, respectively. Then, an overall margin of safety MS(x) was computed as:
MS ðxÞ ¼ minðMS PF ðxÞ; MS MPS ðxÞ; MS CP ðxÞÞ:

ð6Þ

Among all the combinations of design parameters, the one
that guaranteed the largest overall margin of safety MS(x) was
conservatively identified as optimal TAV frame candidate.
This approach was applied twice (1) considering separately
the healthy, diseased I, and diseased II configurations, to identify the optimal TAV frame geometry for the specific anatomy, and (2) considering simultaneously the two “diseased”
configurations, to identify an optimal TAV frame geometry
implantable in a wider range of diseased anatomies. Hence,
four optimal TAV frame geometry candidates were searched.
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Secondly, an approach based on Pareto optimality was applied to generate sets of optimal candidate geometries, ensuring high flexibility over the device design process, for which
multiple desirable characteristics (e.g., hemodynamics features, manufacturing-related aspects, reduced costs) have to
be considered in addition to the mechanical performance.
Accordingly, the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm
(NSGA-II) (Deb et al. 2002), one of the most popular, reliable,
fast sorting, and elite multi-objective genetic algorithm, suitable to identify Pareto-optimal solutions (Yusoff et al. 2011),
was used in the Matlab environment. Technically, a population of 200 individuals, a binary tournament selection, a crossover fraction of 0.8, and a Gaussian mutation were chosen for
the multi-objective optimization problem, considering a maximum number of 600 generations. Sets of non-dominatedoptimal solutions were identified for the three objectives, so
that an improvement in one objective could only be the result
of the worsening of at least one of the other objectives.
Subsequently, feasible solutions were identified within the
Pareto front by considering the objectives constraint, according to the approach already proposed in the past for stent
design optimization (Pant et al. 2011). Due to the high computational costs required, consistency check of the Pareto front
was conducted by performing the corresponding FE analyses
for three Pareto-optimal solutions for each aortic root configuration, selected at the extremes and at the center of the Pareto
front. Predicted objective values were plotted in function of
the corresponding simulated values, checking the feasibility
and optimality of the solutions.

3 Results
3.1 Nominal TAV frame geometry
Figure 5 shows the simulation outputs related to the three
optimization objectives of interest in the case of the nominal
TAV frame geometry virtually implanted in the three different
aortic root configurations. Considering the healthy configuration (Fig. 5a, left panel), normal contact forces were mostly
exerted from the aortic root to the TAV frame in the LVOT,
generating a total pullout force magnitude equal to 2.3 N.
Differently, for both diseased I and diseased II configurations
(Fig. 5a, central and right panels), normal contact forces were
mainly exerted between the TAV frame and calcium deposits,
resulting in a total pullout force magnitude equal to 16.9 and
19.5 N, respectively. The peak maximum principal stress
within the aortic root was lower in absence of calcification
(0.56 MPa vs. 1.91 MPa and 1.70 MPa for the healthy and
diseased I and II configurations, respectively) (Fig. 5b). The
peak contact pressure in the LVOT was higher in the healthy
case than the diseased ones (0.66 MPa vs. 0.56 MPa and
0 MPa for the healthy and diseased I and II configurations,

respectively) (Fig. 5c). The null value of contact pressure occurring in the diseased II configuration indicated the absence
of contact between the TAV frame and LVOT, revealing the
presence of a minimum gap area of 7 mm2. According to a
previous study reporting a correlation between the minimum
cross-section gap area between the frame and the aortic anulus
with the PVL volume (Tanaka et al. 2018), the computed
minimum gap area of 7 mm2 corresponded to a mild-tomoderate PVL.

3.2 Objective functions trade-offs
Based on the 77 simulations samples and for each aortic root
configuration, Fig. 6 summarizes the nature of the relationship
between optimization objectives. According to the formulated
optimization problem, the conflict between pullout force magnitude vs. peak maximum principal stress, and pullout force
magnitude vs. peak contact pressure was observable for all the
three configurations. This means that high pullout force magnitude values are effective in avoiding TAV migration, but
they could lead to excessive peak maximum principal stress
and peak contact pressure values, which are associated with an
increased risk for tissue damage and conduction abnormalities, respectively (Wang et al. 2015; Dasi et al. 2017;
Rocatello et al. 2019). The sample points related to the healthy
configuration presented, on average, peak maximum principal
stress and pullout force magnitude values lower than the “diseased” configurations (Fig. 6a, b). Furthermore, in the healthy
configuration, the low generated pullout force magnitude and
high peak contact pressures made sample points lied outside
of the feasible solution space (Fig. 6b, transparent gray
region), in contrast with the diseased configurations sample
points. Thirty-two and 56 sample points related to the diseased
I and II configurations, respectively, were characterized by
null contact pressures (Fig. 6b, c), implying that the corresponding TAV frames were subjected to PVL when implanted
in the calcified aortic root. In those cases, the associated minimum gap area was equal to 2.5 and 7.0 mm2 for the diseased I
and II configurations, respectively, highlighting the presence
of a mild aortic regurgitation grade (Tanaka et al. 2018).

3.3 Surrogate models
3.3.1 Surrogate model validation
The results of the preliminary analysis conducted to select an
adequate combination of sampling strategy and surrogate
models are reported in the Supplementary Materials. The
combination of central composite design and Gauss process
surrogate model emerged as the most effective to the aims of
this study, and in the following all presented results are referred to this combination.
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Fig. 5 FE analysis outputs related to the three optimization objectives in
the case of the nominal TAV frame geometry virtually implanted in the
three aortic root configurations. a Contact normal forces computed on the

TAV frame. b Maximum principal stress computed within the aortic root
wall. c Contact pressure computed in the LVOT

The output of the validation process of surrogate models,
based on the leave-one-out principle, is summarized in Fig. 7,
in which pullout force magnitude, peak maximum principal
stresses, and peak contact pressures values predicted by the
Gauss process vs. the corresponding simulated values are presented. The excellent agreement between predicted and simulated objective values (in the case of both healthy and diseased
configurations) is confirmed by the strong direct proportionality of the data points, well aligned with the identity line, and
by the very high values of the coefficient of determination
(R2pred > 0.94) (Table 4). Moreover, nearly all SCVR values
of the predicted objectives lied within the required interval
[−3, 3] (Pant et al. 2012) (Fig. 8), indicating the validity of
the Gauss process surrogate models.

3.3.2 Geometry parameters exploration
The validated surrogate models were used to investigate the
impact of each design parameter on the optimization objectives by varying two design parameters at time while maintaining the others fixed at the nominal value, as shown in
Fig. 9.
The string cross-section parameters (i.e., thickness and
width) and shape 3, which was related to the TAV frame
overall radial dimension (Fig. 3), had major impact on pullout
force magnitude, in particular in the case of the diseased configurations, where high values of those parameters were associated with high pullout force magnitude (Fig. 9a, upper and
central panels). Differently, shape 1, which was related to the
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Fig. 6 Simulated objectives trade-offs for the 77 simulations samples of
the “healthy”, “diseased I”, and “diseased II” aortic root configurations. a
Pullout force magnitude vs. peak maximum principal stress. b Pullout
force magnitude vs. peak contact pressure. c Peak contact pressure vs.

peak maximum principal stress. Constraints of the objectives are
indicated as dotted line, illustrating the feasible solution space as
transparent gray region

TAV frame height (Fig. 3), had negligible impact on the pullout force magnitude (Fig. 9a, central panel). Shapes 2 and 4,
which were related to the upper and lower parts of the TAV
frame (Fig. 3), respectively, had an impact on the pullout force
magnitude only for the diseased cases (Fig. 9a, bottom panel).
In all aortic root configurations, string width and shape 3
design parameters had major impact on the peak maximum
principal stress (with the highest parameters value associated
with the highest peak maximum principal stress values, Fig.
9b upper and central panel). Conversely, string thickness and
shape 1 design parameters had a marginal impact on peak
maximum principal stress values (Fig. 9b, upper and central
panels). As for shape 2 and shape 4, those parameters had
some impact on the peak maximum principal stress only in
the case of healthy and diseased I configurations (Fig. 9b,
bottom panel).
Thickness, width, shape 1, and shape 4 had a considerable
impact on the peak contact pressure in the LVOT of both
healthy and diseased I aortic root configurations (Fig. 9c).
Shape 3 had some impact only on the healthy configuration
(Fig. 9c, central panel), while shape 2 did not markedly influence the healthy and diseased I configurations (Fig. 9c, bottom
panel). None of the design parameters influenced the peak
contact pressure of the diseased II configuration, which was
always equal to zero independent of the design parameter

combination (Fig. 9c), highlighting that in this case PVL could
not be avoided by just combining two of the six design parameters of interest.

Table 4

3.4 Choice of the optimal TAV frame geometry
The optimized TAV frame geometries and corresponding
string cross-section values, obtained using the conservative
constraint-based approach, are presented in Fig. 10 overlapped to the nominal geometry for the healthy (Fig. 10a,
optimized 1), diseased I (Fig. 10b, optimized 2), and disease
II (Fig. 10c, optimized 3) configurations, and considering the
two diseased configurations simultaneously (Fig. 10d, optimized 4). The objective values of the optimized TAV frame
geometries are summarized in Table 5 and compared to those
related to the nominal geometry. In the case of the healthy
configuration (i.e., optimized 1 TAV frame geometry), no
feasible solution was generated, although a 137% beneficial
increase of the pullout force magnitude and a 25% beneficial
decrease of peak contact pressure was obtained with respect to
the nominal geometry while maintaining the peak maximum
principal stress still within the aortic root material limit (i.e., <
2.5 MPa (Wang et al. 2015)). Conversely, in the case of diseased configurations, optimized 2 and optimized 3 candidates
identified objective values within the feasible solution space.

Coefficient of determination R2pred through cross-validation prediction of the objectives for the three aortic root configurations
Aortic root

R2pred –Pullout force magnitude
R2pred –Peak maximum principal stress
R2pred –Peak contact pressure

Healthy

Diseased I

Diseased II

0.99
0.99
0.99

0.94
0.95
0.97

0.96
0.95
0.99
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Fig. 7 Leave-one-out predicted
values of the a pullout force
magnitude, b peak maximum
principal stress, c peak contact
pressure in function of the
corresponding simulated values,
for the “healthy”, “diseased I”,
and “diseased II” aortic root
configurations

In detail, a beneficial outcome in terms of peak maximum
principal stress and peak contact pressure was obtained, with
pullout force magnitude lower than those of the nominal geometry but still conservatively higher than the minimum acceptable value of 6.5 N (Mummert et al. 2013; McGee et al.
2019b). Moreover, different from the corresponding values
characterizing the nominal geometry, peak contact pressure
values belonging to the feasible solution space (i.e., > 0 MPa
and < 0.43 MPa (Rocatello et al. 2018)) were obtained.
Considering the optimized 4 TAV frame geometry (i.e., the
one associated with the two diseased aortic root configurations
simultaneously), all quantities defined here as objective values

fell within the feasible space, although with a reduced margin
of safety with respect to the geometries optimized 2 and optimized 3.
The sets of non-dominated optimal solutions lying on the
Pareto front of the three objectives pullout force magnitude,
peak contact pressure, and peak maximum principal stress are
presented in the plane of pullout force magnitude vs. peak
maximum principal stress in Fig. 11. All the Pareto-optimal
solutions of the healthy aortic root configuration were found
to be located outside of the feasible solution space (Fig. 11a).
Conversely, acceptable Pareto-optimal solutions were present
in the case of the diseased configurations (Fig. 11b, c).
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Fig. 8 SCRV values of the a
pullout force magnitude, b peak
maximum principal stress, and c
peak contact pressure in function
of the corresponding simulated
values, for the “healthy”,
“diseased I”, and “diseased II”
aortic root configurations

However, differently from the diseased I configuration, a remarkable number of points of the diseased II configuration
falling within the admissible region of peak maximum principal stress and pullout force magnitude exhibited unfeasible
contact pressure values (Fig. 11).
The output of the consistency check of the Pareto front is
presented in Fig. 12, which shows the predicted vs. simulated
objective values for the selected Pareto-optimal solutions for
each aortic root configuration. The three solutions were selected within the feasible space for the diseased configurations,
whereas outside the feasible space for the healthy configuration. The consistency between simulated and predicted values
was observable, with a direct proportionality of the data
points, well aligned with the identity line, in particular in case
of the healthy and diseased I aortic root configurations for all

the objectives and of the diseased II configuration for the
pullout force magnitude and peak maximum principal stress.

4 Discussion
The application of computational modeling tools to the design
process of endovascular devices, in particular in the initial
proof-of-concept and prototyping phases, has been gaining a
dramatically growing interest from the medical device industry (Morrison et al. 2017, 2018). Computational simulations
can facilitate the design, optimization, and development
phases of medical devices (Morrison et al. 2017), reducing
the number of prototypes to be manufactured and the experimental tests, with positive impact on the product development
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Fig. 9 Predicted values of the a pullout force magnitude, b peak
maximum principal stress, and c peak contact pressure, by varying two
design parameters at the time, for the most relevant combinations, while

maintaining the others fixed at the nominal value, for the “healthy”,
“diseased I”, and “diseased II” aortic root configurations

cycle time and costs. Within this context, the present work
proposes a computational framework for the shape and crosssectional size optimization of TAV frames based on FE analysis
of TAV implantation in idealized aortic root models.
Several approaches have been proposed where computer
models were applied to endovascular devices shape optimization. While the majority of these works were focused on coronary and peripheral stents (Li et al. 2009, 2013; Wu et al.
2010; Pant et al. 2011, 2012; Azaouzi et al. 2013; Li and
Wang 2013; Clune et al. 2014; Tammareddi et al. 2016;
Alaimo et al. 2017), little attention has been paid to TAVs
until now.

4.1 Technical characteristics and novelty items of the
proposed optimization framework

Table 5

In a recent study, TAV shape optimization was focused on the
inflow portion of the valve frame, considering two specific
geometrical parameters of that region, i.e., the valve diameter
at 4 mm above the ventricular inflow section and the height of
the first row of the frame cells at the ventricular inflow
(Rocatello et al. 2019). In contrast, here, six parameters associated with the overall TAV frame geometry were considered
for design optimization purposes, thus providing a comprehensive picture of the overall impact of frame geometric

Objectives values for the nominal and optimized geometries

Aortic root

Healthy

Diseased I

Diseased II

Stent design

Nom.

Opt. 1

Nom.

Opt. 2

Opt. 4

Nom.

Opt. 3

Opt. 4

Pullout force magnitude (N)
Peak maximum principal stress (MPa)
Peak maximum contact pressure (MPa)

2.33
0.56
0.66

5.53
0.94
0.50

16.92
1.91
0.56

11.37
0.81
0.21

20.70
1.66
0.33

19.49
1.70
0.00

16.59
1.48
0.22

25.67
1.59
0.09

Opt. 1 optimized 1, Opt. 2 optimized 2, Opt. 2 optimized 2, Opt. 3 optimized 3, Opt. 4 optimized 4
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Fig. 10 Optimized TAV frame geometries, overlapped to the nominal
geometry (in gray), and the corresponding string cross-section values
for the a “healthy” (“optimized 1”), b “diseased I” (“optimized 2”), and

c “diseased II” (“optimized 3”) configurations, and for d both “diseased”
configurations simultaneously (“optimized 4”)

attributes on TAV implantation procedural effectiveness.
Furthermore, as a novelty of this study, here the implicit FE
analysis was implemented in the optimization framework, taking advantage of its being unconditionally stable, not requiring small time step size and mass scaling to guarantee an
accurate and stable solution.
To perform the number of simulations required by the proposed optimization framework (n = 77 for each aortic root
configuration), a computationally efficient FE model of
TAV implantation was defined adopting 1D and 2D elements
for the TAV frame and the aortic root and proper model simplifications in addition to the implicit FE solver. The run time
of each sample simulation was ~ 40, ~ 75, and ~ 80 min on 6
computing cores of a local workstation, depending on the
healthy, diseased I, and diseased II aortic root configuration,
respectively. Ideally, all simulations required by the central
composite design sampling strategy could be simultaneously
performed on a large computing cluster, obtaining the optimization results in less than 2 h. Computational efficiency was
also demonstrated when comparing the run time to the

previous TAV frame optimization study (Rocatello et al.
2019), where the average run time for each sample simulation
was 53 min on a cluster equipped with 16 computing cores
(4.0 GHz and 63.0 GB RAM for each node).

The simulations of the impact of TAV implantation satisfactorily agreed in terms of optimization objectives with data
reported by the literature. In particular, a marked dependency
of the results with respect to the presence of calcium deposits
was observed, according to previous findings (Sturla et al.
2016). The observed dependence of the obtained pullout force
magnitude values on the aortic configuration agreed with previous findings (Wang et al. 2012, 2015) reporting values considerably higher in diseased aortic root configurations, as
compared to the healthy one (Table 5). The here observed
high pullout force magnitude values in the presence of calcium deposits were ascribable to the combined effect of the
adopted value of friction coefficient between the TAV frame

Fig. 11 Pareto-optimal solutions of the three objectives for the a
“healthy”, b “diseased I”, and c “diseased II” aortic root configurations.
Points were represented in the plane of pullout force magnitude vs. peak
maximum principal stress and were colored according to the values of

peak contact pressure. Feasible values of pullout force magnitude and
peak maximum principal stress were identified within a transparent
gray region. Constraints of the objectives are indicated as a dotted line,
illustrating the feasible solution space as a transparent gray region

4.2 Consistency check of the optimization framework
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Fig. 12 Predicted values of a
pullout force magnitude, b peak
maximum principal stress, and c
peak contact pressure, in function
of the corresponding simulated
values, for three Pareto-optimal
solutions of each aortic root
configuration (i.e., “healthy”,
“diseased I”, and “diseased II”
configuration). Constraints of the
objectives are indicated as a
dotted line, illustrating the
feasible solution space as a
transparent gray region

and the calcium deposits, and to the normal contact forces
related to the reduced TAV frame expansion (Fig. 5a).
Indeed, previous studies suggested that calcium deposits help
the TAV frame anchoring (McGee et al. 2019b) and that additional oversizing of the device should be accounted for to
avoid migration issues in the absence of calcifications
(Mummert et al. 2013). In addition, the observed peak maximum principal stress values were higher in the case of diseased configurations as compared to the healthy one (Table 5).
The explanation for this lies in the presence of calcium deposits, pushed by the TAV frame against the aortic root wall
(Fig. 5b). Moreover, peak maximum principal stress values
depended both on calcium deposit shape and position.
Overall, the reported peak maximum principal stress values
were similar to those reported in previous FE studies of TAV
implantation (Morganti et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015; McGee
et al. 2019a). Peak contact pressure values in the diseased
configurations were lower than those in the healthy one
(Table 5, Fig. 5c). This was attributable to a dependence on
the calcium pattern, as well as to the fact that contact forces
were mainly exerted between TAV frame and calcium deposits, instead of the aortic root wall (Fig. 5a). Indeed, the zero
peak contact pressure reported for the diseased II configuration was related to the absence of contact between the TAV
frame and the LVOT (Fig. 5c), indicating the possible occurrence of PVL.

4.3 Analysis of surrogate models
After a preliminary analysis that compared the coupling of different sampling strategies and surrogate models (see
Supplementary Materials), the combination of central composite
design with Gauss process surrogate model was successfully
used, enabling the definition of an approximate relationship

between the optimization objectives and the TAV design parameters. In this regard, a first analysis conducted by varying two
design parameters at a time while maintaining the others fixed at
the nominal value (Fig. 9) allowed to clarify the impact of the
design parameters on the predicted objective values and, consequently, to make decisions on the TAV frame design based on
the predicted mechanical behavior. However, this approach involved a limited search of the design space and parameter exploration. Hence, all parameter combinations within the design
space were also investigated using two alternative approaches
to identify optimal candidates starting from the nominal geometry of the TAV frame, namely (1) a conservative constraint-based
approach and (2) an approach based on Pareto optimality. The
two approaches were applied to all the aortic root configurations.
In particular, the healthy configuration was included into the
analysis as it represents the extreme configuration without calcification, useful in the prospective that TAV replacement could
become an important treatment option also for low-risk patients
(Howard et al. 2019), presenting with very low calcium deposits
volume. The conservative constraint-based approach successfully led to one optimized TAV frame shape for each specific aortic
root configuration (i.e., optimized I, II, and III geometries) and
one optimized shape for both diseased configurations (i.e., optimized IV geometry) (Table 5, Fig. 10). Based on this approach,
no feasible solution emerged for the healthy configuration
(Table 5), suggesting the occurrence of possible prosthesispatient mismatch in the absence of calcifications and indicating
the need to further extend the initial design space to account for
additional device oversizing. Conversely, the other optimized
geometries based on diseased configurations were identified
within the feasible solution space (Table 5), revealing the ability
of our approach to obtain optimal candidates within the design
space, fitted to specific or grouped diseased anatomies. The approach based on Pareto optimality led to a set of optimal TAV
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frame geometry candidates for each aortic root configuration
(Fig. 11). Thereafter, design candidates could be selected based
on additional features related to, e.g., hemodynamics,
manufacturing-related aspects, the interface with the sutured
prosthetic valve and costs, ultimately ensuring high flexibility
over the device design process.

4.4 Limitations and future perspectives
This study presents some limitations that might weaken the
effectiveness of the proposed optimization procedure.
Idealized FE models of the aortic root were considered. In
particular, the heterogeneous composition and thickness of
the arterial wall and native leaflets was neglected. The shape
of the calcium deposits was assumed as an arc shape structure
with a homogenous, isotropic material. Moreover, further investigations could be conducted to improve the efficiency and
robustness of the optimization process in terms of computational time and accuracy (Giselle Fernández-Godino et al.
2019), evaluating the use of more advanced optimization algorithms. Despite the limitations, the optimization framework
proved to be effective in identifying appropriate TAV frame
shapes and several advances could be implemented to further
extend its potential. In detail, aortic root models with different
dimension/shape could be investigated to derive an optimized
TAV frame geometry suitable for a range of anatomical sizes.
Other anatomical features, such as the aortic root eccentricity
or different calcification patterns, could be analyzed.
Furthermore, the optimization framework could be used to
improve other aspects related to the TAV mechanical performance such as the Nitinol material parameters, string thickness distribution, and device implantation positioning.
Different TAV frame designs could be investigated as well.
Finally, FE simulations could be coupled with computation
fluid dynamics simulations, following device implantation, in
order to address TAV implantation procedural complications
such as PVL (De Jaegere et al. 2016; Mao et al. 2018;
Rocatello et al. 2019) and thrombosis (Bianchi et al. 2019;
Nappi et al. 2020).

5 Conclusions
In this work, a computational framework for the shape and
cross-sectional size optimization of TAV frames was proposed. FE analyses of TAV deployment were performed in
three idealized different aortic root models representing a
healthy (i.e., without calcium) and two diseased (i.e., with
calcium deposits) scenarios. Three biomechanical quantities
(i.e., pullout force magnitude, peak maximum principal stress
within the aortic wall, and peak contact pressure in the LVOT)
were defined as objectives of the optimization problem to
evaluate the TAV frame mechanical performance. By

defining a fixed design space and implementing surrogate
models related to the optimization objectives, the geometrical
parameters of the TAV frame were explored to improve its
mechanical performance. Thereafter, optimized frame geometries were successfully identified, for both single and groups
of anatomies, ultimately resulting in improved procedural outcomes and reduced time and costs associated with the device
iterative development cycle. The optimization framework provided enough flexibility to be extended on further studies
accounting for different aortic root anatomies, additional design parameters, and other TAV devices.
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